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Blanket stitch is a traditional stitch, both useful and decorative. It is used to reinforce edges of fabric. It is often seen on
blankets, hence the name.
It can be used in a variety of ways, most usually to join pieces of fabric together, whether to make a seam, or to apply
decorative patches, often known as appliqué.
There are examples of blanket stitch in many cultures. A versatile hand stitch, in 1877 a machine was patented by The Merrow
Machine Company in Massachusetts, USA.
The examples shown here are all examples of blanket stitch by hand.

Blanket stitch at the edge of a 1930s blanket.
The whole blanket is hand stitched together all around the
edge,
as well as the appliqués being blanket stitched on.

A detail of the sampler I made.
The arrow head is made from scrap of Victorian
calico over 100 years old

A patch stitched over a worn part
of some vintage French work pants.
Every fifth stitch is made longer
to create a pattern.
You could experiment with different
stitch formations

Victorian appliqué using tiny
blanket stitch. This one is a fancy
monogramme; B and M

The back is often messy!
If your fabric is a bit delicate, you can use a
piece of thin fabric on the back,
to reinforce the stitched area
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Using Blanket Stitch on Appliqué:
First Make the Initial Stitch:
2: Stitch through front to back of the main
fabric right at the edge of the heart

1: Tie a knot in the end of the thread,
and stitch through from the back to the front of
the heart. Not through the main fabric yet.
Tuck in the tail of the thread between the heart
and the main fabric.

3: Stitch through from the back to the front,

through the same place you first stitched through.
You have now completed your starting stitch.

4: Slip the needle back through the stitch
you just made

There are three main steps to a blanket stitch: In through the back…out to the front…through the loop

5: Stitch through the back, to the front,

just like steps 2 & 3, but this time making a new
stitch.
Don’t pull the thread tight yet, leave a loop…

7: And… repeat…in through to the back…
out through to the front…

6: Slip the needle through the loop and pull the
thread *just enough*, not too tight!

8: …and through the loop!

The idea is to get a line of thread running along
the edge of your appliqué
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To Stitch the Inverted Corner:
9: To stitch the inverted corner, repeat step 2,
through to the back,

at the V of the heart.
Out through to the front,
and then through the loop…

11: …through the loop

10: …and stitch through to the back at the V
again
…through to the front on the opposite side of
the V…

12: …and repeat…to the back,
to the front,
And through the loop…

To Stitch the Outer Corner:
13: When you get to the outer corner,
Make your stitch to the back at the pointed
corner of the heart,
come through the front at the middle as shown,
Then through the loop…

14: Then continue your stitching on the
opposite side…
…In through to the back…
…out through the front…
…Through the loop…
…and repeat…
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To Finish the Last Stitch:
15: Catch the corner of the first stitch to anchor

16: bring the needle out through the front

17: Tuck the needle between the heart and the

13: …and snip!

it in place

backing fabric
So you hide the end of the thread securely…

making a tiny stitch.
Then through the loop; its like a tiny blanket
stitch!
This will create a secure knot
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Using Blanket Stitch on an Edge:
I have stitched this wallet first on the sewing machine, but you don’t need to do that. Blanket stitch is designed to
make strong and decorative seams on its own.

First make the initial stitch:
2: tuck in the tail of the thread

1: make a knot in the thread,

and take your first stitch between the two layers

3: then take the thread over the top of the

edge of the fabric, stitch through the back to
the front. Don’t pull tight yet, keep a loop

4: then through the loop pull *just* tight
enough

There are three main steps to a blanket stitch: In through the back…out to the front…through the loop

5: and repeat,

Through the back… to the front

7: pull it *just* tight enough…

6: and through the loop…

8: and repeat…

…in through the back… out through the front,
Up through the loop and pull
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To Finish the Last Stitch:
10: make a small stitch knot like step 16 of the appliqué

9: For the last stitch, you can either stitch all the
way around and anchor the first stitch like Steps 15
and 16 of the appliqué.
Or, bring the needle in through the front…
…out through the back…

11: Slip the needle through the stitches,

between the two layers of seam allowance, to tuck
away the thread end

11: And snip!

I made a simple wallet to show you how to Blanket stitch an appliqué, and how to blanket stitch an edge to make a
decorative and functional seam.
Give it a go! Use your imagination to make anything you like; maybe a shoulder bag, a pyjama case, decorate something
you already have. Use the technique to sew patches over holes in clothes.
Maybe a cuff of a shirt is frayed and needs tidying up!
Maybe you just want to try out the stitch without making anything. Make a sampler of random things. Experiment.
Stitching can be very calming.
Meanwhile, if there is anything sewing related you would like to learn, please do ask Core staff to pass on a message to
me.
Most of all, enjoy it! There are no rules, only references.
I’ll look forward to sending you more worksheets soon, thanks for reading this one!
Sally :D
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